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About This Content

Zombie Driver HD original soundtrack, created by Pawel Stelmach, featuring 20 compelling music tracks.

TRACK LIST

Deadly Overture (2:14)

Run You Fools (3:39)

The Tree (3:27)

You Gonna Die (3:30)

Your Time Is Up (2:00)

End Line (4:22)

First Step (2:52)

Too Fast (3:36)

In Pain (4:49)
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DIPRIP (3:56)

Night Vision (2:52)

Perfect Protection (1:46)

Toxic (2:44)

Get The Full Version (2:00)

Dying Here (3:43)

Lonely Struggle (2:50)

Breath Of The Underworld (3:39)

Death Bells (3:06)

Evil Digit (2:22)

Rigor Mortis (2:23)Total running time: 1 hour, 1 minute, 50 seconds.
Songs will be downloaded to the Soundtrack folder in your Steam Directory:
[…]\Steam\SteamApps\common\Zombie_Driver_HD\Soundtrack
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Title: Zombie Driver HD Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Exor Studios
Publisher:
EXOR Studios
Franchise:
EXOR Studios
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/Vista/XP

Processor: 1.5 GHz dual core processor

Memory: 512 MB

Graphics: 128 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible or better video card with pixelshader 3.0

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Hard Drive: 1 GB

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,German,Italian,Polish
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Holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Best one yet. Leaves you wanting more.. This tactical RPG has funny moments,
a stupid story, terrible controls, boring talent tree and its... uh.. something to do, I guess. The achievements arent that hard to get
with a decent guide since you can miss some of them.

Erm.. Its bad at full price, good for cheap.

If you have some bucks to spare and like tactical RPGs, you could get this and get it over with in 10 to 12 hours.

I rate this game 3 boogers out of a nose of 8.. Overall a really fun game. There are a few glitches, but other than that I really
enjoyed this game. It exploits all the finest qualties that an RPG Maker game can have, like classic, turn-based battles, puzzles,
and a storyline that is both funny and interesting. I was never bored while playing this game. Would recomend it to any retro
RPG fan.. thank you for lettling me re live one of my all time favorit games from my childhood!!!
not a long game but still worth your time!. Nice, Light-hearted puzzle game. good game, but it seems to not save.

work hard on the game, then you HAVE to start over, if you want to or not.. 20150616:
I emailed Wingware support about the text paste problem below (the email address is easy to find at their website). I got a
response in under 24 hours, which is a great sign of an engaged dev. He suggested that the problem was likely due to security
software blocking application access to the system clipboard, and mentioned webroot by name, which I have. The solution turns
out to be to allow the wingware app to access the clipboard in webroot (or other security software) configuration.

I made the change and now I can paste in the wingware editor. Due to this excellent support response by Wingware, I am
updating my review to "recommend", although it is still a little frustrating that this issue exists: other apps are able to use the
clipboard without needing an exception in security software policy.

But all software has little issues, and not all companies have this kind of customer focus and dedication to their product. Now I
am excited about Wingware again, and am looking forward to checking out all it's good qualities! :-)

20150615:
Pasting text (Ctrl-V) into the code edit window does not work by default on Windows 7. This is a pretty serious failing of basic
UI functionality. Ctrl-X "cut" operation works, and I can Ctrl-C copy text *from* the code edit window and paste elsewhere
(like notepad++ for example) but I can't paste *into* the code edit window. I also tried to paste by clicking Edit > Paste with the
mouse, but that doesn't work either. Weird... I'm hoping I'm just doing something wrong, or have something mis-configured!

I checked the wingware docs section about copy\/paste but I don't see a clue to the problem here:
http:\/\/wingware.com\/pub\/wingide-personal\/1.1.9\/manual\/html\/node5.html#SECTION00590000000000000000

I will update this review as I go, and I hope to change my vote to "recommend", but at this time, I cannot recommend
purchasing Wing Python IDE.. I have played all of the Nascar games and this one is the best yet. Can it still be improved? Of
course but show me software that doesn't though. Great guys and keep up the good work. Much better than last years version..
this game is awesome I'd totaly would recomend you play this game. I don't know what the hell this was supposed to be, but it
sucked there was no dialague that i remember and no interaction I don't even know what the hell was going on. I came out of the
experience with less idea what it was about then when i started. I would not recommend this to anyone I
just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665away 5$ don't make the same mistake
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Episode 1 is mostly about getting to know the characters in the game and some backstory. Like everyone else whom have stated
in the reviews that this game should've been in the demo as it was too short, atleast the game ended with a cliffhanger which
makes me excited for what Episode 2 & 3 has to offer.. YAY pirate window flags and a ship in a bottle and other stuff, its more
than just paints, nice. still waiting for it in english, not worth getting until its translated in english, hope they do it before the
other dlc is released. I think this game has the potential to be really awesome but in its current state, it feels like its missing "nuts
and bolts". Its fun going out and doing the "hunts" and getting random stuff but the "stuff" you obtain is ultra simplistic. We are
essentially grinding to get hunger\/health and some bombs.

I will give it a thumbs up because I have faith they will tweak the game over time.

Two biggest things that need tweaking:

1.) The maps need more "meat and potatoes"... Maybe random humonoid patrols or random events... Something to make the
world a little bit more alive. It feels like a walk\/run simulator just like every other survival game I have played. It is as if the
word "survival" in a game means you need very long travel times.

2.) Itemization... The character can equip 4 items... Primary\/secondary weapon.... A shield... and a "potion" which is like a
trinket that grants one benefit such as resistance or more health.... This is way to basic. More slots and more variety for both
"trinkets" and weapons is needed.

Overall, the game concept is there but the implementation of how and why is super simplistic.

7\/10 Rating in its current state with massive potential to be a lot better with some patches.. Played it for a bit, it's really fun.
You can change history if you want e.g. make the UK help Germany, etc. I recommend it.

There's just one thing, I think the DLC's should be  cheaper . The price of the game should be  lower as the game has been
out for a  while now .. Another great and brilliant game from BrainGoodGames. If you like puzzle games (kinda chess-
like in style but based on placement and with random elements) and you don't have the full BrainGoodGames corpus in
your library, you are missing out. This is a good one to start with, but be sure to also check out Solar Settlers (similar)
and Axes and Acres (kinda similar).

One downside of this one compared to the others is the shape of the learning curve (for me, anyway -- I am sure it is
different for others). I went from cruising to appx level 20 in each of the four versions without a single loss, to
struggling to get appx 4 more levels up, to stuck (unable to advance except when I lost games and thus dropped back a
level to where it was easier before advancing again). I see it is possible to advance because there are a half dozen people
on the global leaderboards with up to ten more levels than I have, but I am baffled about how they are doing it. So,
having reached the "one step forward and one step back" point, and having gotten the final achievement (win 100
games; I was the first to get it among those appearing in the global leaderboards [takes bow]), I may be done.

That said, I *really* enjoyed the game and got my money's worth of lots of great gameplay out of it (about 30 hours -
my stats reflect a bunch of time afk). So do buy it if you like card-puzzle or chess-like puzzle games!. Where should I
start? I've got mixed feelings about this DLC.

To start with, the map is HUGE. there are enough lines wich you can drive, trough various setting (big cities, small
villages, rural areas and motorway\/highway\/autobahn). So it's not likely that you are bored very soon with this map.
The bus wich comes with it (the solaris) is OK. But I havent drove as much in it. Those are the pro's of the DLC...

Than the cons's:

 AI traffic ignores almost all traffic rules, blocks junctions and doesn't follow the maximum speed (60 where
there is
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  an maximum speed of 80). You can't drive without having a awfully big crash during a single drive.

 Some curves are to small for (articulated) busses

 Crossings are very simplisticly made (they are not not objects I think)

 because of the fact that it is pretty huge map, it is very heavy on FPS
After all, I think that the DLC is not a great example of how I would like to see all OMSI 2 DLC, but it's not bad
eather.
So the only thing to look at is: the price. I think that it's a little bit overpriced, especially because of the AI
problems. For that reason, I only recommend it if its on sale.. Wha is good on a Multiplayer game?
The challenge of Player VS Player, correct?
And what if you don't have friends to play with?
Oh well, there must be a story mode, or at least a flat setting to set you up for action, right?
So... what might go wrong here?

Well Metal Drift firstly needs to register to play.
I bought the game guys.... hello?????
Why did you had to force us to register to play.
Gee bad move, whatever.

After the whole proccess I logged in to find what?
Almost empty servers and.... no story mode.

So If I wont convince a firend of mine to buy the game, I can not actually play it, right?
Well guess what, this is a NO from me.

It is a very VERY rare thing putting a thumbs down on a game.
But I can't play it.
No seriously... if I had some friends playign with me I could give it a shot and recommend it on discount.
But now what can i do?!

By the way, graphics are not something special...
 gameplay is average, can't tell if it is boring or not though, SINCE I CAN NOT PLAY ALONE....

It's a no for me and I am really sorry.
I know that fanboys will come and rate this down but I don't really care.
Really, think about it.
Spending money on a game you can not enjoy, how would YOU feel?
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